Seamlessly integrate with iLien Motor Vehicle to enable faster title processing, eliminate manual data re-keying and reduce cost to serve.

Product Description
Lien Solutions APIs automate your homegrown or out-of-the-box system (such as a Loan Origination System) by seamlessly integrating with iLien Title Processing, iLien Title Management and iLien Real Time Estimates.

Business Challenge
The lenders’ world is overrun with tools and technologies needed to support auto lending. Without seamless system integration, lenders are facing process inefficiencies, higher cost to maintain multiple systems and unavoidable errors resulting from manually re-keying information. Many institutions opt to integrate multiple disparate systems and tools in their environment, but are challenged by high internal IT costs and lengthy, and often painful, implementation processes.

iLien Motor Vehicle APIs
There is an easier and faster way to integrate with iLien Motor Vehicle. With iLien APIs, you seamlessly transfer data between iLien and your current systems so your data stays within the same environment. Use your existing LOS system to define your workflows and make changes as necessary.

- **Title Processing API** is a platform for creating estimates and fulfilling transactions like lien adds, duplicate titles, etc. The Title Processing API will automatically incorporate jurisdictional changes as they arise.
- **Title Management API** is a platform for creating, managing, deleting lien title records, vaulting/storing titles and releasing titles.
- **Real Time Estimates API** is a platform for creating tax and fee estimates prior to funding a loan.

Lien Solutions can assist in API implementation
Key Features

• RESTful API with a JSON data structure
• Seamless data integration ensures that any data submitted via an API is reflected in the user interface
• Supports Base64 encoding for transmission of Word documents, Excel spreadsheets and image files to the service team to help fulfill orders
• Uses HTTPS encryption for secure communication between systems
• Mirrors UI system to create estimates and check for updates. The Title Processing API will automatically incorporate jurisdictional changes as they arise
• API implementation can be done in stages and still provide tangible value

Benefits

Getting started is easy
Lien Solutions provides customers with a sandbox environment for development of the integration prior to project go-live. For Title Processing, we offer a complete processing fulfillment API for testing that allows the development team to perform service teams’ tasks in a real environment for stress testing and scalability testing.

Get started in three easy steps:

1. Get an API key. The token will allow you to perform calls in the test environment.
2. Perform API calls following the provided API guide. Map the transaction types and jurisdictions you serve.
3. Poll system for an update to complete an estimate, convert it into an order, add the data elements needed and submit it to Lien Solutions. Map the Lien Solutions response to your system.

Customer Success Story

A car refinance broker integrated the iLien API for Title Processing in one sprint with one fully dedicated resource.

Implementation
In two weeks, the customer went from a manual to a completely seamless integration (from receiving the API to live-in-production.)

Benefits

• Service teams do not have to leave internal systems to perform daily tasks
• iLien runs estimates and order fulfillment in the background
• Customer immediately saw a 20% gain in process efficiency and a 15% reduction in data entry errors
• Broker can now support multiple new lenders and engage with new borrowers
• Customer grew their business threefold in nine short months

Gain efficiencies by seamlessly integrating your LOS systems with iLien. To learn more, please visit learn.liensolutions.com/api
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